I. Introduction
Rainfall modelling and prediction is increasingly in demand because of the uncertainty that is involved with rainfall and the dependence of Agriculture production and management of water resource on rainfall variability and quantity. The generation of rainfall and other climate data needs a range of models depending on the time and spatial scales involved. Cox and Isham (1994) reported in [4] presented three broad types of rainfall models, namely, empirical statistical models, models of dynamic meteorology and intermediate stochastic models. The idea behind this classification is the amount of physical realism incorporated into the model structure. In the empirical statistical models, empirical stochastic models are fitted to the available data. The models for the generation of annual, monthly and daily rainfall and climate data are of this type. In the models of dynamic meteorology, large systems of simultaneous nonlinear partial differential equations, representing fairly realistically the physical processes involved, are solved numerically. These are generally used for weather forecasting and not for data generation. In intermediate stochastic models, a modest number of parameters are used to represent the rainfallprocess, the parameters being intended to relate to underlying physical phenomena such as rain cells, rain bands and cell clusters. These types of models are used for the analysis of data collected at short time interval such as hourly. Gabriel and Neumann [5] studied the sequence of daily rainfall occurrence. They found that the daily rainfall occurrence for Tel Aviv data was successfully fitted withthe first-order Markov chain model. Meanwhile, Kottegoda et al. [7] reported that a first order Markov chain model wasfound to fit the observed data in Italy successfully. Themodel was based on the assumption that there is a dependency of the daily rainfall occurrence to that of theprevious day. Allen and Haan [1] used a multi-state (7 x 7) Markov chain model and employed a uniform distribution for each of the wet states except for the last, for which an exponential distribution was used. Due to the lack of sufficient number of data items in the last class for each month, the values in this class were lumped together and only one value of the exponential parameter was estimated to generate the rainfall depth in the last class for all the months. Tamil and Samuel [9] used Markov chain to model annual rainfall in Tamil Nadu, India, 100 years annual rainfall data was used. Class interval was formed for the data and each treated like a state, seven states were obtained and (7x7) matrix formed the transition probability matrix. The uniform random states were also formed by generating uniform random number. Which was used to generate synthetic time series for states. When the synthetic time series was compared with the actual rainfall data it was discovered that, the year 2001 and 2002 actual rainfall values do not match with the synthetic rainfall values for these years. They concluded that the long range forecastingbased on the model does not give more accuracy but could be used only to forecast the futuretrend, the same Markov chain can be furtherdeveloped to forecast with high accuracy. Markov modelling is one of thetools that can be utilized to assist planners in assessing the rainfall .Akintunde et al [2] modified the Chapman-Kolmogorov Equation (CKE) and applied it to model thedaily precipitation data of Abeokuta, Ogun State, Nigeria.This gave the best fit for precipitation pattern which isrelevant in the development of new growth and yieldmodels of major crops such as maize, sorghum and soyabean; enabling farmers to estimate the distribution of cropyield as the growing season progressed. Jimoh and Webster [3] determined the optimum order of a Markov chain modelfor daily rainfall occurrences at 5 locations in Nigeria usingAIC and BIC. It was concluded that caution is needed withthe use of AIC and BIC for determining the optimum orderof the Markov model and the use of frequency durationcurves can provide a robust alternative method of modelidentification. Jimoh and Webster [6] also investigated theintra-annual variation of Markov chain parameters for 7sites in Nigeria. They found that there was a systematicvariation in the probability of a wet day following a dry dayas one moves northwards and limited regional variation. Ageneral conclusion is that a first order Markov model isadequate for many locations but second or higher ordermodel may be required at other locations or during sometimes of the year. Abubakar et al [10] formulate a four state Markov model of annual rainfall in Minna with respect to crop production in the region . They discovered that most of the annual rainfall in Minna in the long-run will be Moderate rainfall .This paper therefore, considers a three state model in discrete time to predict annual rainfallpattern inNew Bussa. New Bussa is located at 
II. Formulation ofThe Model
Suppose that the amount of annual rainfall in New Bussa in a year is considered as a random variable X the collection of this random variable over the years (n) constitutes a stochastic process
Abubakar et al [11] It is assumed that this stochastic process satisfies Markov property of first order dependence. A first order Markov chain could be defined as asequence X0, X1,… of random variables with the property that the conditional probability distribution of Xn + 1 givenX0, X1,…Xn depends only on the value of Xn but not further on X0, X1,…Xn -1. That is, for any set of values h, i.. . j indiscrete state space P(x n + 1 = j|x 0 = h …xn = i ) = P(x n + 1 = j|xn= i ) = Pij i,j = 1,2,3… Howard (8) . Let the annual rainfall be modelled by three State, Markovmodel. 
Limiting State Probabilities
The state occupation probabilities is independent of the starting state of the process, if number of the time the state transition is large thus the process reaches a steady state after a sufficiently large period of time. This is equilibrium distribution
Howard [8] If we let   n in equation (2) Tamil and Samuel [9] ) ( 
As n increases n P gets closer and closer to (6) that is, 10  n the transition probabilities stabilises to (6) and from equation (2) 
Discussion of Result
The result shows that the probabilities to have a rainfall in state 1, state 2, and state 3, in the first year, giventhat it is in state 1 at present are 0.783,0.174 and0.043 respectively. The probabilities of state 1 and state 2 dropped slowly to 0.70 and 0.03 in about ten years. However, the probability of state 2 increased to the This shows that in the long-run 70% of the annual rainfall in New-Bussa will be State1, 27% will be state 2 and 3% of the annual rainfall will be State 3. These equilibrium probabilities are independent of the initial state. That is be it in State 1, State2 and State 3. The model could therefore be used to make a forecast of the annual rainfall pattern. This could providesome information for the Crop andFish farmers, artisanalFishermen , the Hydroelectric Power generating station and the government thatcould be used to plan strategies to boost their production in area.
